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Science Knowledge Organiser 

Topic: Reactivity (C.18) 

1 Recall the reactivity series of metals from high to 
low reactivity 

Potassium, sodium, lithium, calcium, 
magnesium, zinc, iron, copper 

2 Describe the reaction of potassium with water Produces hydrogen, heat and a lilac 
flame 

3 Describe the reaction of sodium with water Produces hydrogen, heat and forms 
a silvery ball 

4 Describe the reaction of lithium with water Produces hydrogen and heat 

5 What is a displacement reaction? When a more reactive metal 
displaces a less reactive metal from 
it's compound 

6 State 4 factors that will increase the rate of a 
reaction 

Increase surface area, increase 
concentration, add catalyst, increase 
temperature 

7 How does a catalyst effect the rate of reaction? Provides an alternative pathway 
with a lower activation energy 

8 Define thermal decomposition A reaction where a single reactant is 
broken down into simpler products 
by heating. 

9 How are metals less reactive than carbon 
extracted from their ore? 

Reduction 

10 How are metals more reactive than carbon 
extracted from their ore? 

Electrolysis 

   

 

Topic: The Carbon cycle (C.19) 

1 How are fossil fuels formed? Dead plant and animal material 
trapped under rocks millions of 
years ago 

2 Name three fossil fuels Coal, oil, natural gas 

3 Name 3 greenhouse gases Water, carbon dioxide and methane 

4 Describe 2 ways that humans are contributing to 
climate change 

Burning fossil fuels and 
deforestation 
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5 Describe the greenhouse effect (extension only) Greenhouse gases prevent heat 
from escaping from the Earth into 
space 

6 How does photosynthesis has an effect on the 
carbon cycle? 

Plants absorb carbon dioxide for 
photosynthesis so reduce carbon 
dioxide levels in the atmosphere 

7 How does respiration has an effect on the 
carbon cycle? 

Respiration releases carbon dioxide 
so increases carbon dioxide levels in 
the atmosphere 

8 How does combustion has an effect on the 
carbon cycle? 

Combustion releases carbon dioxide 
so increases carbon dioxide levels in 
the atmosphere 

9 Define "finite" resource A resource that will run out 

10 Give 2 reasons why humans should recycle? 1) So that we don't run out of finite 
resources 2) so waste isn't burnt 
producing carbon dioxide    

 

Topic: Composition of the Earth (C.20) 

1 Name the 4 mains layers that make up the Earth The crust, the mantle, the outer 
core and the inner core. 

2 Name the 3 types of rock found in the crust Igneous, metamorphic, and 
sedimentary. 

3 Define tectonic plate Broken up sections of the crust and 
upper mantle that move slowly. 

4 Define Sedimentary Rock Rocks formed from the broken 
remains of other rocks that become 
joined together 

5 Define Metamorphic Rock Rocks that have been changed in 
shape and form by intense heat and 
pressure 

6 Define Igneous Rock Rocks that have cooled and 
solidified from molten rock 

7 Name the processes which break rocks down on 
the earth’s surface 

Weathering and erosion 

8 Describe how rocks are transformed into 
igneous rocks 

Underground rocks are heated and 
form magma, cooling magma forms 
igneous rocks 

9 Name the process where rocks are pushed 
upwards by rocks forming underneath 

Uplift 
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10 How do magma and lava differ? Magma is molten rock flowing 
underground whereas lava is molten 
rock that flows on the earth's 
surface    

 

Topic: The Earth's Atmosphere (C.21) 

1 When did the Early Atmosphere form? 4.6 billion years ago 

2 State the four gases present in the Early 
Atmosphere? 

Carbon dioxide (70%), methane 
(10%), ammonia (10%) and water 
vapour (10%) 

3 Where did the gases in the early atmosphere 
come from? 

Volcanic activity 

4 What are the 2 most prevalent gases in the 
atmosphere today? 

Nitrogen (78%)  and Oxygen  (21%) 

5 State the 4 processes that lead to a reduction in 
CO2 between the Early Atmosphere and today. 

1) Dissolved in seas 
2) Trapped in rocks 
3) Photosynthesis 
4) Trapped in fossil fuels 

6 State the substances that have trapped carbon 
dioxide under the ground 

Fossil Fuels and Sedimentary rocks 

7 Name the process that caused an increase in 
oxygen levels 

Photosynthesis 

8 Name the three types of radiation emitted by 
the sun 

Infrared (long wave), visible light 
(short wave) and UV (short wave) 

9 Name the one type of radiation emitted by the 
Earth 

Infrared radiation (long wave) 

10 What happens to the majority of radiation 
emitted by the sun when it gets to the Earth's 
atmosphere? 

It passes through (is transmitted) 

   

 


